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few minutes before 6:00 a.m. found Robert and me shivering
in the cool pre-dawn air at the cavernous MFI hangar. A
bustle of activity gave hint of what was ahead for the day. Turns
out, it was the biggest activity day so far of the relief effort. A total
of seven aircraft were to be dispatched to Haiti carrying literally
tons of people, medical and other supplies. No, we weren’t going
to Haiti—but, I’m getting way ahead of myself. . .
In the aftermath of the catastrophic earthquake that
leveled Port-au-Prince, I found myself hauling two bandedshut cardboard boxes and my small travel bag up to the checkin counter at the Ashville, NC airport bound for Orlando. I
explained to the ticket agent behind the counter that the boxes
contained medical supplies critical to the needs of earthquake
victims in Haiti. I had picked them up from the charity division
of a large pharmaceutical company after offering to hand carry
them to Florida where Missionary Flights International would
take them on to Haiti.
The ticket agent
was impressed and
apparently the x-ray
inspection
did
it’s
job. When the boxes
appeared on the conveyor
belt in Florida the bands
were intact and the boxes
unopened.
Photos in this article
by Joe Hopkins

Joe, surely you didn’t go all the way to Florida just to take
two boxes of bandages and antibiotics! You’re right. MSI felt
it prudent that we observe first hand the flight operations of
mission groups that are flying people and supplies to Haiti. They
look to us for safety services. Our goal was to be proactive by
being a “fly on the wall” for a day to observe without disruption
just to verify they were not succumbing to the pressures and
stresses of the relief operation which could lead to fatigue,
compromised standards and unsafe acts. Bottom line: the two
organizations we visited—Missionary Flights International
(MFI) in Ft. Pierce and Agape Flights in Venice were doing
admirable jobs in light of the circumstances.
Robert Roper, a volunteer who has worked with us on
other occasions, had joined me for the three day project. He had
asked his employer for a few days off for the project. He not only
got his request, but his boss offered him the three days off with
pay, plus expenses and use of a company vehicle!
And so there we were on the MFI flight line in Ft. Pierce
early on that morning. Forklifts were soon moving out goods by
the pallet load. Passengers were queued and paperwork checked.
Planes were preflighted by flashlight. Soon the belching roar of
radial engines broke the morning stillness and the MFI vintage
DC-3 came to life and taxied out for liftoff just as the sun peeked
over the horizon. Another load of much needed supplies and
provisions was on its way to Haiti.
That was only the beginning of a day filled with outpoured
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compassion from many organizations partnering under the
coordination of MFI to get people and resources moved. The
sophisticated whine of turbine engines soon punctured the
morning air—first from MFI’s turbine DC-3 and then from the
two 45 passenger SAAB 2000 aircraft on loan from NASCAR’s
Hendrick Motor Sports followed by another SAAB belonging
to Joe Gibbs Racing. The sixth and seventh flights were two
Cessna Caravans provided by Priority Air of Kidron, OH.

Other aircraft contributing to the effort on MFI’s ramp
that day were a King Air from Dynamic Aviation, a Kodiak
from Samaritan’s Purse, a Mirage from Piper Aircraft Co.
and someone’s Gulfstream.
We commended MFI’s director Dick Snook and his
team for their skill in juggling all the minute details that end
up making for many successful and rewarding days. It takes
a lot of hard work.
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collapsed as the aircraft
touched down, causing it to
swerve off the runway and
across a ditch which tore the
nosewheel and left gear off as
well. Thankfully, there were
no injuries.
During our visit we were
able to determine that Agape
Flights also was working
hard
at
implementing
controls aimed at preventing
accidents. These controls
included time management
to preclude fatigue, and not
allowing the Haiti crisis to
cause compromise in their operating standards. The loss of their
King Air due to the landing accident in Haiti was, of course,
taking its toll as accidents always do.
Agape Flights
needs our prayers now
as they continue their
work under less than
ideal circumstances.
Pray for MSI
as we constantly
seek the best way to
serve our missionary
aviation clients. It
takes a team effort to
be as safe as we can
possibly be just as it
takes a team effort to
be most effective in
getting relief to Haiti.
What a thrill it was
for me to see the hundreds of volunteers show up before dawn,
the dozens of companies and individuals providing aircraft and
crew—all working cooperatively together to provide a cup of
cold water in His name.

The next day Robert and I spent time at the Agape Flights
headquarters in Venice, FL. Although a smaller operation, their
hangar was also packed with donated relief supplies and willing
volunteer hands busy
organizing the goods
for shipment. In the
early morning before we
arrived they had already
dispatched
a
twinengined turbine powered
Bandeirante to Haiti.
This aircraft, along with
crew, had been loaned to
Agape Flights for about a
month at no charge to be
used in the relief effort.
We learned just a
couple of days before our
scheduled visit that Agape
Flights had suffered an
unfortunate accident with their King Air in Haiti (apparently
due to mechanical failure) which took the aircraft out of service
and forced them to rely on other aircraft made available to
them. According to preliminary reports the right landing gear
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Control Issue

ot long ago, I received an email from someone asking
about the idea of using a flow chart to determine risk
before deciding whether to launch on a flight or not. At the
bottom of the chart would be pictures of the pilot’s loved ones,
reminding them of what they had to lose if they chose poorly.
This reader had recently lost a brother in an aircraft accident,
despite warnings not to go that day. His family was devastated.
What surprised me, though, was his comment: “Several pilots
have told me that it can’t be done. You can’t convince a pilot to
drive if his/her mind has been made up to fly.”
In response to his question about what I thought about
it all, I replied that if I believed that statement, MSI would not
exist, and we would be seeing many airliners crash every day,
rather than diverting, delaying, or canceling. My immediate
thought was that a flow chart would be a good idea, but probably
wouldn’t be used by the more cautious pilots who think they
don’t need it and ignored by the pilots who are going to go
regardless of the facts staring them in the face. We pilots tend
to characterize those who take on great risks as crazy, stubborn,
careless, and just unprofessional. On the other hand, we are
the careful ones, with things under control, able to make good
decisions every time, and we would never do something really
dumb. Or so we think!
As I pondered this commentary, I began to think of all
the accidents I knew about where a highly respected, careful,
and disciplined pilot must have done something inexplicable or
something that did not make sense. I thought of events where
others took some out-of-control action that caused them harm—
professional athletes engaging in robbery or cheating on their wives,
or high profile religious leaders making inappropriate comments
about world leaders. These may not be the result of addictions,
but actions made in haste or over time that lead to undesired
consequences—perhaps even addiction—lasting years! What
seems so obvious later on was simply not recognized by the person
taking the action. Why wasn’t the coming disaster perceived?
Emotions can override our thoughts—triggering Fight,

Flee, or Freeze responses. But all human failure can’t be reduced
to emotional knee-jerk reactions. Our whole person—heart
attitudes, desires, goals, our will, faith, and the discipline (or lack
of it) that have become habitual as we have learned to cope with
life and its challenges—is involved in our decisions and actions as
we respond to things that come our way every day. Some things,
like seeing a car careening out of line and heading for us, happen
in a matter of seconds and the event and its consequences are
soon history. Other things, like something that somebody says
that gets under our skin, are more subtle and may condition our
behavior for a long time, even years, before disaster strikes.
Our responses are the result of complex behavioral patterns
that we’ve integrated into our person over time. Safe pilots
would believe they bring their best skills possible to situations
demanding right decisions and actions in order to produce the
best possible consequences, not unreflective, highly emotionally
driven responses that may end in tragedy. Specific reasons why
bad things happen to good pilots remain elusive. . .
So how to keep ourselves under control? Keep awake! Be
circumspect and proactive regarding our internal state of affairs
and our external circumstances. Don’t forget Jay Hopkins’
tools—especially the AESOP™ mini-huddle briefing. It gets us
to slow down, control our emotions, put things in perspective,
and allows our minds to go over the assignment and evaluate the
risks. Old sayings are worthwhile; “take a deep breath and count
to ten,” “look before you leap,” etc. Be honest with ourselves—
realize our own limitations and tendencies to make bad
decisions. Others around us can often see things more clearly,
and are usually willing to help us if we let them—perhaps a
word of warning from a friend or colleague. Letting go of our
pride and stubbornness will go a long way in keeping us out of
trouble. That may be hard for us pilots, but necessary if we are
to remain operationally safe all our lives!
You may find this month’s From the Files accident report
and Jay’s comments insightful and helpful. Let’s use all the tools
available to us as we learn to stay in control and

MAKE SAFETY A WAY OF LIFE!

MSI 2009 Financial Report

Income					
Memberships		
Contributions
Program Support
Donated Services
Other			
Total
		
			

Expense

35,299		
Staff Program Services		
207,411
89,954		
Donated Program Services
195,984
106,311		
Management & General		
27,404
195,984		
Fund Raising			
8,129
9,597					
Total
438,928
437,145
					
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets (1,783)
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Jon Egeler
President

From
the
Files

Serious Accident,
Sobering Reminder

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS:
1. Premature lift-off, steep turn and possible stall; probably
the result of pilot's state of emotional agitation. This probably
caused him to forget his pre-takeoff checklist and to take off
with the elevator trim in the full nose-up position.
2. Marginal weather that may have required a low turn soon after takeoff.
3. Pilot reaction to late arriving passengers.
4. Possible overconfidence which was revealed in the investigation.
5. Tension with the immediate supervisor's assignment.

AIRCRAFT - Cessna-TU206 Robertson
DAMAGE - Destroyed
INJURY - One severe, one serious, two minor

W

eather consisted of a sloping wall of clouds from the
far end of the airstrip to overhead; low broken fog and
patches of blue sky. There were four adult occupants and the
aircraft was 25 pounds under max gross and within C.G. limits. The airstrip was level and paved; 5200 feet long; 5100 feet
elevation. The pilot had approximately 621 hours of field flying
and 1064 hours total time. There was some tension with his immediate supervisor, the base chief pilot. This tension may have
been a factor.
The schedule included a full day with thirteen landings and
termination at another base for a vacation and to temporarily
serve as house parents at the MK school. The first flight of the
day was with government personnel. The passengers arrived late
because they thought the weather would delay the departure.
The base chief pilot had suggested the pilot cancel this first flight
since it was already late. The chief pilot had just taken off, making a 45 degree left climbing turn at mid-strip and climbing out
over town. He reported clearing the fog at 400 feet.
Evidently the pilot was upset with his late passengers and
felt rushed on departure. They had evaluated the weather and
delayed their arrival at the airport. He hurriedly loaded up and
taxied out. The passengers, having often flown, later stated that
the pilot was upset with their late arrival. They said he taxied
very fast and repeatedly said, "we're late, we're late." When he
reached the end of the runway he turned around, immediately
began his takeoff, and did not "play with the engine" first as he
usually did.
Witnesses and measurements indicate the aircraft lifted off
extremely short and immediately entered a steep left turn or was
pulled left by propeller torque. It continued past the logical 45
degrees turn and climbed no more than 50 feet. At the 90 degree
point the aircraft apparently stalled, fell on the left wing, then
struck severely on the nose. Point of impact was 135 meters to
the side of the airstrip and about 630 meters down the runway
from the takeoff end.
The aircraft was destroyed. The pilot suffered internal injuries and received severe injuries to his head and legs. Front seat
passenger received cuts and a concussion. Left middle seat passenger was less seriously cut and bruised; right middle was essentially uninjured.
A number of witnesses, some experienced in aviation, either
saw or heard the crash. Most of them thought they heard the engine sound either decrease or cease immediately before the crash.
At least one said "the wings rocked." The right front passenger said
the wings rocked, and the engine stopped just before the crash.

OBSERVATIONS:
No mechanical failures were found in either the engine or
airframe. Pilots experienced at that airstrip felt the aircraft could
not have lifted off as soon as it did unless the engine had been
developing full power. They also felt that given proper technique
and margin, a safe landing could have been accomplished on the
remaining runway even if the engine had quit completely.
The propeller blades were virtually undamaged, seeming
to indicate absence of power on impact. However, the propeller assembly broke into three separate pieces and the exhaust
stacks showed hot ductile bending. A likely explanation would
be that either the aircraft impacted square on its nose in the soft
earth, and/or when the crash was imminent, the pilot closed the
throttle, accounting for reports of engine sound diminishing or
ceasing just before the crash.
The elevator trim appears to have been set full nose-up,
though there are inconsistencies in the post crash position of
various components. One passenger stated, "the pilot got up and
down in his seat several times." Perhaps the pilot was desperately
cranking the trim control or attempting stall recovery. All the
checklist switches were in the down (landing) position, possibly
bumped down during evacuation; however, three were jammed
in the landing position.
The pilot's helmet shows a heavy impact mark on top,
which matches the ADF radio Panel unit. The helmet apparently was knocked off in the crash.
All seats, except the pilot's, came off their tracks. The single
bolt holding the "D" ring that the two middle seat belts fasten to
failed in shear.
Former pilots from that base expressed surprise that turns
were being made over town soon after takeoff. Margins are for the
unexpected; when there is inadequate margin, safety is sacrificed.
Two sides of the pilot's temperament and attitudes have
surfaced since the accident. He was known to be conscientious,
conservative, and concerned for safety. Yet after the accident,
there were reports of his lifting off slow and immediately initiating a turn, when there was no reason to do so. At one station, the
missionaries discussed his takeoff with concern. Perhaps he had
reached the classic point in a new pilot's career where he begins to
feel that he has mastered the aircraft, and also the environment.
Because the base has a national manager, a chief pilot was
appointed to supervise the expatriate personnel. The chief pilot
was relatively new to the area, but very experienced where terrain,
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weather, and operations are very similar. The subject pilot apparently felt himself better suited to assume these responsibilities.
This new relationship may not have been adequately clear. Only
the day before the accident the job description (which was previously only verbal), was put into writing. However, the problem
appeared to be more one of acceptance rather than understanding.

according to His purpose.” (NAS)
So assuming you love God and are intent on being in his
will and serving his purpose, to get upset is to acknowledge that
you don’t trust God to keep his promises. Not only is it a very
poor witness to others, people who are upset will typically be focused on their anger, which will distract them from other critical
tasks like performing checklists and flying an airplane correctly.
Likewise, the tension with the chief pilot is indicative of
someone who is not “focused on things above.” (Col 3:2) There is
no indication that the chief pilot did anything that might lead to
resentment. He actually made the conservative recommendation
that the pilot cancel the first flight because the passengers were
late, removing all pressure from the pilot to try to complete his
busy schedule even after a late start.
Like Paul, I have learned that “the harder I try, the worser
I get.” (Rom 7:15-25), so instead of trying harder when I fail, I
just work on surrendering more fully to God and allowing him
to complete his work in me. This usually involves praying scripture back to God as an acknowledgement that I can’t do it in my
power, but it is my intention and desire so I am asking God to
do what I can’t do. One of my prayers is that I would “do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider others better than myself.” (Phil 2:3-4, NIV) Through this
prayer God has helped me to get rid of my selfish ambition and
want only what is best for God’s kingdom, which I trust he will
bring about in his own time.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. All personnel; management, spouses, maintenance specialists,
fellow pilots, safety, etc. should be alert to detect:
a. When a new pilot reaches that subtle point when he’s no longer “running scared,” but rather beginning to feel he’s master of
his aircraft and the surrounding environment.
b. Unclear or tense supervisory relationships.
c. Any imbalance in service priorities.
d. Any degree of “get-home-itis” for whatever reason and at any
time.
2. Make sure helmet chin straps are always fastened. It is unknown if the pilot’s chin strap was fastened or not at the time of
the accident but the fact that the helmet was apparently knocked
off serves as an opportunity to remind ourselves of it’s importance. Research indicates that unfastened chin straps allow the
helmet to rotate off when forward horizontal “G” forces occur.

UPSET PILOT
by Jay Hopkins

I

n single pilot operations there is little feedback on how a pilot
flies in daily operations. For this reason it can be hard to realize when a pilot “reaches that subtle point when he’s no longer
‘running scared,’ but rather beginning to feel he’s master of his
aircraft and the surrounding environment.” Even in a crew environment, pilots may encourage or challenge each other to risky
behavior, or may be hesitant to “tell” on a fellow pilot.
A pilot who flies perfectly on a check ride can have numerous dangerous tendencies in daily operations. I ran into this as a
pilot for the Civil Air Patrol. Several passengers complemented
me by saying that they were not scared when they flew with me.
The obvious implication is that they were scared when they were
flying with other pilots in the squadron, all of whom had passed
regular checkrides.
The fact that some of this pilot’s passengers were “discussing his takeoff with concern” seems to indicate that this pilot’s
flying had reached the point it was actually scaring the passengers. Since passengers are the only ones who see how a pilot flies
and acts in the real world, it is critical to establish some sort of
system that solicits feedback from passengers. This could be a
simple form that asks how the flight went, with space for additional comments. (See sample form on the next page.)
But the problem here goes much deeper than just developing some bad flying habits. Christians have a wonderful promise in Romans 8:28 that “God causes all things (yes, even late
passengers, mechanical problems and bad weather) to work together for good to those who love God, to those who are called

PASSENGER FEEDBACK PROGRAM
Feedback is essential to all operations. The only way we
can quickly learn when our people or our system have developed
weaknesses is to actively solicit feedback. That is why almost every time I stay at a hotel, shortly after returning home I receive
an email message asking me to complete and return a short questionnaire about my stay. If I don’t send it back in a timely manner, I get a reminder message about how critical my feedback is
to their success.
As far as I can tell, very few missionary programs have
instituted a regular program of soliciting feedback from their
“customers.” This means that programs don’t know what they
are doing well, and don’t know areas that need improvement. In
missionary aviation, it means that there may be critical, even life
threatening weaknesses in the system that no one is aware of.
It seems like by now most folks have access to email on a
fairly regular basis, so I would like to propose that missionary
aviation programs institute a feedback system similar to the one
used by hotels. After each flight, the chief pilot or other designated individual would send a short email to appropriate passengers asking for their feedback about that passenger’s experience. Obviously there may be nationals and others who would
not be able to be included. A program like this would help any
organization to improve, while hopefully exposing critical weaknesses early, before they can result in an incident or accident.
We solicit your ideas about the sample feedback form shown.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE
At (Name of program), we are focused on serving God by serving those who fly with us. The
only way we can know how well we are doing is by soliciting feedback from those we interact
with and serve. We would greatly appreciate it if you would answer a few simple questions that
will help us know what we are doing well, and what areas need improvement.
							

Thanks very much,

			
							

(Program Operations Director)

Date of Flight _________________		

Time of Departure _______________

Departure Point _______________		

Destination ____________________

							
1. Please rate the process of making a reservation:		
How could we improve this process?

Poor			
1
2
3

4

Excellent
5

2. How smoothly did things go at the airport/strip?		
How could we improve this process?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Please rate the flight:					
What did you like about the flight?

1

2

3

4

5

Was there anything that made the flight less enjoyable?

4. Anything else you could tell us that would help us serve you and others more effectively?

Thanks very much for your feedback.
Please feel free to contact us at any time with your suggestions or feedback.
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SIMAIR in Niger
		

by Steve Quigg

N

iger is what the word “hot” was created for. There are organization and the African church that it birthed.
three basic settings on the Nigeren thermostat: hot and
I’m here to tell you that absolutely no one goes to fly
dry (dry season), hot and humid (rainy season), and “sauna” (the in Niger on a whim. It’s tough, demanding work in the most
transition period between the two seasons which combines the unforgiving of environments. With the heat, the scarcity of
worst of both). If you’re traveling north out of central Africa, water and the lack of resources in one of Africa’s poorest
Niger is where you’ll find the scrub of the African bush finally countries, just existing is an effort in and of itself. But flying in
giving up its struggle against the unending sweep of the Sahara such conditions, takes the challenge to a whole new level. The
Desert. Incredibly, in the midst of the heat, the dust, and the aviation infrastructure is all but non-existent, fuel (or the lack
vastness of the desert waste, you’ll also find an intrepid band of thereof ) is an expensive and constant headache, and when the
missionary pilots.
SI M A I R
has been around a
long time—from
the early 1970s as
a matter of fact—
but you wouldn’t
know it by looking
at the current crew.
They are a bunch of
relative newcomers
that weren’t even
born back when
SIMAIR
first
appeared on the
scene. Their youth,
however,
doesn’t
keep them from
carrying
on
a
long tradition of
dedicated SIMAIR
Jon Egeler
Kevin Rideout
Dave Ceton
Stan Schmoe
Ian Rideout
service in support
of the SIM mission
Phots in this article
by Steve Quigg
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tropical thunderstorms finally quit booming across the desert
plains at the end of the short rainy season, their place is quickly
taken by clouds of Harmattan dust brought in on the breath of
the Sahara north wind. Any takers?
Considering it all, it may not come as a surprise to you that
the members of the SIMAIR team we found in Niger’s capital city
of Niamey were actually veterans of the Nigeren lifestyle in spite
of their relatively young age. All three (brothers Ian and Kevin
Rideout and Dave Ceton ) had grown up in the sub-Saharan
region of West Africa as missionary kids and knew well what to
expect of life in the area. In a lot of ways, God’s call for them to
work in Niger was just a ticket to go back home to minister.
Despite SIMAIR’s 36 years of work in Niger, our visit
with them last November was MSI’s first. Providentially, it was
also the perfect time to start the process. In order to address the
debilitating drain of exorbitant Avgas prices, SIMAIR made the
bold decision a few years ago to go where no mission aviation
program has gone before—into the world of diesel powered flight.
They bought a Cessna 182 converted with an SMA diesel engine
last year and their world hasn’t been the same since. Annual fuel
costs that once reached nearly $90,000 are now down to barely
a quarter of that amount. As these transitions almost always are,
the switch to a new engine technology hasn’t been painless, but
there were other issues that came along with the engine change
that we at MSI were particularly concerned about.
For the mission aviation old timers who cut their teeth on
Avgas powered engines, dealing with jet fuel is a whole different
ball of wax. The stuff attracts water like a sponge and the water,
in turn, provides the perfect Petri dish for birthing millions of
micro-organisms that love to clog filters and eat away at fuel
system components. The old techniques used for caring for
Avgas just aren’t up to the challenge of storing and burning jet
fuel. Fortunately for SIMAIR and other MSI members, we now
have on staff one of the world’s most experienced fuel system
inspectors in the person of Stan Schmoe. In his pre-MSI life,

Stan worked in Quality Control for a leading international
airline and fuel system inspections were a regular part of his
routine. When asked, the SIMAIR staff assured us that there
was absolutely no water to be found in the drum of jet fuel they
were using for supplying their new aircraft. After all, filters were
in place, there was nothing showing at the sump drain, there
hadn’t been rain for weeks, dry season was in full swing, and
besides, the drum had been carefully stored inside the hangar all

this time. But when Stan took a white bucket sample and added
a bit of colorant, guess what was found? Yep, a big slug of water.
And guess what was found in the hangar fuel system when it got
flushed out properly? Nope, not water, but dirt and sediment
that no one ever suspected was lurking there. The rest of the
MSI team just found the normal run of the mill safety issues
in SIMAIR’s operations, most of which the pilots were already
aware of to a greater or lesser extent. But let me
tell you that the SIMAIR crew will never again
look at a drum of jet fuel the same way they used
to now that Stan has shown them what to look for.
Four days later, we left on the wings of Air
Maroc, confident that the SIMAIR program we
left behind wasn’t the same one that we had found
when we arrived. It was now better equipped
than ever before with the tools of knowledge and
understanding needed to minister safely well into
the future. There is a world down there that needs
the touch of the Savior, and in Niger at least, that
touch often gets delivered on the wings of an SMA
diesel powered airplane. Few there are who have
received the calling, the determination, and the
internal cooling capacity to work in such a place,
but these guys have and are.
God bless ‘em.
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Niger Fuel Facility Visit

by Ian Rideout

Photo by Stan Schmoe

S

IMAIR recently had the privilege of a visit from MSI. As
Steve Quigg stated during the initial Group Briefing, “Most
people look forward to a consultation/audit about as much as
a root canal, but you will look back on this time as one of the
best experiences you have had in recent times.” He was certainly
right on the last account. We walked away with a report that
very clearly defined steps we could take from where we are to
where we wanted to go to ‘raise the bar’ of professionalism.
One of the highlights of the visit for us was Stan Schmoe
sharing his expertise on Jet Fuel. His series on Jet Fuel in the
Safety Net Field Edition has provided a wealth of information
we had needed since SIMAIR fairly recently joined the Jet Fuel
world. Stan explained that a lot of people view Jet Fuel as not
being very different than Avgas. We too fell into that category.
Taking advantage of Stan’s many years of experience auditing Jet Fuel facilities around the world, we arranged a tour of
the local Fuel Company’s facilities. The tour began at the point
where the Jet Fuel is received and unloaded from the tanker
trucks and continued all the way to the ramp where we actually
filled several drums with Jet Fuel. The Fuel Company in Niamey
has 3 large tanks for storing Jet Fuel—the main tank and two
smaller tanks. Total capacity of the 3 tanks is 3 million liters.
On arrival, the Jet Fuel undergoes multiple tests to verify

that the quality matches the paperwork sent from the refinery.
Any deviation outside of acceptable limits and the Jet Fuel is rejected. The Jet Fuel then begins an incredibly complex process of
being filtered as it is moved from the tanker trucks to the storage
tanks, then via underground pipes to the ramp, to the refueling truck, and then to the airplanes. We counted no less than
5 filters in the process and multiple points at which samples of
the fuel are taken along the way to verify quality. In fact, samples
are taken on a daily basis from multiple points throughout the
system to maintain quality control. Avgas does not require this
kind of filtering, sampling and quality control. Jet Fuel, however,
loves water. It holds the water in suspension and provides a wonderful environment for those little microbes to grow and cause
havoc. The only effective method of preventing this microbial
growth is consistent and systematic filtering of the Jet Fuel to
eliminate water. Water could potentially be introduced at any
point before the Jet Fuel is delivered to the airplane, so it must
be repeatedly filtered to verify the quality.
The samples are taken while the system is under pressure
to blow out any crud that might otherwise remain suspended
in the filters. These samples are then put on a special paper and
color compared to cards that look similar to paint chip samples
you would find at the local paint store. It is impossible to see any
differences or deviations in color by simply looking at the fuel
sitting in a glass jar.
While there, we noticed the drums of Avgas being stored
on their sides with the openings at the 3 and 9 O’clock positions.
These positions, we were told, are used to prevent possible condensation and to control loss of fuel in case of a leak. As the drums
were stacked 2 high on their sides, 3 chocks were put on every 2nd
drum as a safeguard against the drums slipping and rolling.
Stan gave the Niamey facility two thumbs up. We were
pleased to know that despite our previous ignorance we were receiving top quality service and Jet Fuel. We also discovered that
no additives (such as Prist) were added to the Jet Fuel by the
Fuel Company to counter microbial growth and that we would
need to take measures to add that to our airplane’s tanks despite
the high quality of fuel being delivered. Many thanks Stan!

Stan Schmoe’s Unique Services
MSI is delighted to have Stan Schmoe as an integral member of the MSI
staff. Judging from the reaction of our members, they are too! Stan brings a new
expertise to MSI’s services that resonates with the felt needs of our members.
His experience with the airlines is proving to be invaluable, especially to
those preparing for inspections by regulating authorities and others trying to
navigate the confusing waters of government regulations. He has responded to
requests for maintenance audits, fuel handling advice, inspection of third party
vendors, advice on writing Safety Management Systems and repair station
manuals, teaching courses on quality assurance, and many other things.
Stan’s schedule has been filled to capacity this year. However, if you need
Stan’s help, do not hesitate to let us know. You will not be disappointed. His
services are available to all MSI members as scheduling permits.
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A Diesel in the Fleet

SIMAIR Comment
Obtaining the SMA 182
We purchased a 1980 Cessna 182Q in 2006 and had the
SMA conversion completed shortly after SMA received FAA
certification for their 230 hp. engine in the 182. The plane arrived in Niger in November, 2007, after a ferry flight from
Maine to the Azores, Canary Islands, then direct to Niger. An
additional 100 gallon ferry tank was used in probably the longest over water ferry in a single engine diesel aircraft.

Photo by Seve Quigg
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Cessna SMA 182

SI has learned that SIMAIR is the first mission organization to put a diesel powered piston aircraft into its field
operations. They are to be commended for paving the way to
solve the problem facing mission agencies operating Avgas aircraft—Avgas cost and fuel shortages.
Actually, the use of the word “diesel” refers more to a type
of engine more than to the actual fuel the engine uses. “Diesel”
essentially means that the combustion in the engine cylinder
is ignited by the heat of compression and not by a spark plug.
Diesel engines are used predominantly in ground or sea based
vehicles—where the heavier weight of diesel engines is of no
critical concern. They are generally heavier than gasoline engines
because of design requirements imposed by the high manifold
pressures and consequent high stresses on engine components.
Current aircraft diesel engines do not use the same fuel as
ground based diesel engines use. They generally use Jet-A, the
fuel that powers aircraft turbine and jet engines. Jet-A is lighter
than diesel fuel, but possess characteristics sufficiently close to
diesel fuel to allow it to combust properly yet have sufficient lubricity for fuel injection pumps for diesel aircraft engines. Both
diesel fuel and Jet-A are significantly different than Avgas, which
has a higher auto ignition point and far lower lubricity.
Because only the heat of the compressed air in the cylinder causes combustion in a diesel engines, they are also known
as “heat engines.” Glow plugs are routinely used before starting
the engine to allow the air in cold cylinders to be warm enough
to permit combustion to occur. As heat engines, SMA diesel
engines are restricted by outside air temperatures—use is permitted only above certain ambient air temperatures, with consequent altitude restrictions. Clearly this is not a limiting factor
for SIMAIR’s SMA 182 operation in Niger!
					
The Editor

Initial Response
There were a few surprises when we first got the plane. We
were not aware of the exhaust needing to be changed every
50 hours. Since then, they have come out with a new exhaust
design that goes for 100 hours before it needs to be removed
for a dye penetrant inspection and then reinstalled. They hope
to extend the inspection interval as the exhausts build time and
data obtained from the field. It looks like a much better design.
The other surprise was the requirement to retorque the
MT propeller blade flange nuts after the first 100 hours in
service. At first they said one of their shops had to do it as it
takes a special tool. We now have the tool and training to do it
ourselves. MT props have wood cores covered with fiberglass. A
metal sheath is on the leading edge. It has done fairly well and
not picked up a lot of stones. The prop clearance is actually up
around 13” if I remember correctly. You can do a lot of epoxy
repairs on the prop. Very different than the metal props.
Maintenance Issues
Our general experience has been that the basic design of
the SMA is extremely solid, but the accessories are the weak
point. The alternator setup is very finicky and needs to be set
just right or the brackets can wear or break. We had many
loosely crimped wire connectors that we had to tighten when
different problems showed up. Several little cracks in the baffling
needed repairs. Recently, we changed out the electric motor that
the computer runs to change the fuel settings. But, those things
are improving and the engine has performed very well.
The fuel injection pump is an inline Bosch rack design
similar to those used on trucks. This engine-driven pump
distributes fuel directly through individual lines to each cylinder.
No external electrical power is needed for the engine to run.
Bosch direct fuel injection pumps are known for their quality.
Required maintenance intervals are: 100 hr. for oil filter
and oil change; 200 hr. for fuel filter change; 500 hr. for nozzle
overhaul/exchange; and 50/100/200 hr. primary exhaust and
turbocharger mount inspections. We have over 875 hours flying
time on the SMA engines and oil consumption is about 1 qt.
/12 hr. But we continue to experience oil leaks at the crankcase
mating surfaces. We’re on our fourth engine because of this
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problem. SMA warrants
its engines for 3 years
and have provided new
engines at no cost rather
than using non-factory
overhauls.
Maintenance
needs to be done by
someone who has taken
the training and follows
the maintenance book
instructions
very
carefully. If they say
to put the hose clamp
5 mm from the edge
of the hose, it better
be 5 mm. If they say
Photo by Steve Quigg
to set the alternator
belt tension just so, better do it. Any deviating tends to result
in things wearing or breaking. If things are done correctly, they
work great. It is a very basic engine, but a mechanic can’t just
throw things together, crank them down good and tight, etc.
This engine is like a finely tuned machine that likes to be treated
as one. There are far less parts in this SMA engine than in Avgas
engines. It has a turbo that packs the air in up to 85” manifold
pressure. But no spark plugs or magnetos to worry about!

Photo by Steve Quigg

Engine performance
Starting is one of the strengths of this diesel. We are in hot
climates and it almost doesn’t even want the preheat. Follow the
normal startup procedure and it will fire in a split second every
time, much in contrast to a vapor locked Avgas fuel injected
engine on a hot day.

In cruise, the engine is very smooth and not too loud. The
rpm is constantly governed at 2,200 rpm. Takeoff, climb,
cruise. All are at 2,200 rpm. There is a prop control to cycle the
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prop in run-up, but not
for inflight use. Put the
power lever forward on
takeoff and leave it there
until you are slowing
down for the approach to
landing. Computer takes
care of the rest. Just sit
there and watch.
Our
overall
impression of the engine
is that the basic design
is very good and makes
for a very economical
flight operation. It is the
cheapest option that can
carry a decent load at a
reasonable cruise speed.
Aircraft Performance
We are very pleased with what the plane is doing for
us. It shows a steady true airspeed of 137 kts, which works
out to a block speed of 130 kts, burning 10 gph. Use 10 gph
and 130 kts and the numbers come out very close to reality.
We fly it with the power lever full forward all the time. It has
a computer that runs the engine in NORMAL mode and it
automatically reduces power from the initial 227 hp to around
170 hp by the time you level at 10,000’. With the low fuel burns
and the fact that it uses Jet-A rather then the more expensive
Avgas, it is keeping our flight program afloat. The useful load
is 1,200 lbs. Most trips that works out to 3 passengers and lots
of baggage. You almost can’t put in too much weight on the
shorter trips. We also found we can fit our stretcher in behind
the copilot seat. There is that much room back there. We
have the folding rear seats. So, the 182 has a lot of room in
it. Everyone loves the legroom.
We put the WingX extensions on our plane for added
takeoff and climb performance. They have done exactly what
we hoped for. They might slow us down a knot or two but
are well worth it. You would never know you were at gross
weight with those extensions. The SMA has lots of torque
to get the 182 off the ground!
We think it’s great and definitely what we need as the
bread and butter of our flight program. Not everything
is perfect, but SMA is a fantastic company and gives very
good customer support. They are serious about improving
their product and continually come out with upgrades for
different parts.
by Ian Rideout
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